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SUMMARY
lIW’RODUCIION
Integrated circuits, manufactured in CMOS technology, have been
developed as diffusion-based ch,argcd particle spectrometers for
space applications. Current designs are single-chip spectrometers
capable of tmiqucly identifying and counting electrons and heavy
ions. A four-chip spectrometer designed to count protons and
heavier ions was flown on the Clementine spacecraft. The
specrromctcr proton dam is comp,ared to GOES-6 proton data for
the 21 February 1994 solar proton event.

The Clementine proton and heavy ion spectrometer design
(SRAM) is an integral spectrometer [2]. All particles depositing
more than the threshold energy are counted, Representative chips
from the flight fabrication run were calibrated using the Caltech
Tandem Van de Graaff proton accelerator. Crdibration data was
taken at normal incidence with 0.75, 1,0, and 2,0 MeV protons.
The mean value threshold energies, where half the protons arc
counted, are plotled in F’igurc 4.

CMOS PARTICLE SPECTROMETERS
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Cument CMOS chip spectrometer designs are Active Pixel Sensor
(APS) chips that are also being developed by NASA as, light
weight, low power, optical imagcrs [1]. APS spectrometers are
being utilized on the Jet Propulsion Laboratory (JPL) Trapped
Radiation Weather Station (TRWS) and the Ball Aerospace INSTEP Particle Radiation Degradation of CCDS in Space
(RADXCCD). APS and Clcmcntinc spectrometers are fabncatcd
in HP 1.2 yrn technology through MOSIS.
Figure 1 shows the 11P 1,2 pm technology cross section and the
labeling convention used in modeling calibration data, where E2
is the particle energy above the chip, AE3 = E2 - E3 is the energy
lost in the over layer, and AEA = Kt - E4 is the energy deposited
in the charge collection layer.
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l:igure 2, APS measured energy regions that are unique to each
particle type and currcnl AI’S and SRAM design noise floors.
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Figure 1. 11P 1.2 pm technology labeling convention and layer
thicknesses used in modeling calibrations.
Particle identification regions are shown in Figure 2. The
measured energy in these regions is unique for each particle type.
The APS design (Source l:ollowcr) is a differential spectrometer
where the pulse height associated with each measured energy is
histogrammcd into a differential energy spectrum. The APS
design extends CMOS spectrometers into the electron region and
measures higher energy protons. The APS room temperature
noise floor is measured with 5.9 kcV X-rays shown in Figure 3.
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Figure 3. APS 1.2 ~n] technology unity gain calibration at room
temperature and 20 @pixel showing dark current and 55-Fe X-ray
peak fits.
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Figure 4. Clcmentine 1.2 ~m technology proton calibration
curves showing the flight energy threshold and the 1 McV wi(tc
energy window.

Ifigure 5. comparison of CIcmcntine data to GOES-6 data during
the 21 I’cb. 94 solar protou event, The proton spectrometer
sensitivity of one count per hour is shown.

CLFNENTINE DATA

The Clcnlcntine spectromctcr, F(E) from Equation 1, and GOES6 hourly fluencies are plotted in Figure 5. The GOES-6 extemalenvironment proton-cucrgy windows, Emin and Emax, are, PI =
0.6 to 4.? MeV, P2 = 4.2 to 8.7 MeV, P3 = 8.7 to 14 MeV, and
P4 = 15 to 44 McV. The Clemcntinc and GOES-6 energy spectra
for the toutl measured flucncc on 21 Feb. 94 are shown in Figure
6. The data point energies are taken at the center of the energy
windows, (Emin + Jln,ax)/2, listed in Table 1 for the Clementine
iustrumctlt and above for the GOES-6 instrument.

Table 1 lists the extcmat environment energy windows, Emin to
Emax, measured in the 1 MeV wide energy window shown in
Figure 4, as a function of shichl thickness. The mean value of the
environment fractions inside the shields are also listed in fable 1,
Table 1. external environment energy windows and intcmal
environment fractions, fe, as a function of shielding.
~ kovar shields I Emin
(ch# - roils)
(MCv)
PI-O
2.16
P2 -10
11.81
P3 -20
16.96
P4 -30
21.04

I Em,ax
(MCv)
3.16
12.81
17.96
22,04

I fe mean value I
(0.7- 1.7 MeV)
0.261*0.031
0.072f0.009
0047+0.007
0,037*0.006

The environment fractions are computed with the Novice code
from a 2n-sr omnidirectional flucnce of 1.96E9 (protons/cm2MeV) at all cncrgics outside the shields. The pro~on flucnce is
reduced by the amount fe inside the shields.
The Clcmcn[inc spectrometer is scusitiz,ed to protons for 100
seconds, every other 100 second period, for one hour, giving an
on time fraction, ,foll, of 0.5. ‘I”hc energy window width, Al;
measured in Figure 4, is 1 McV. The instmmcnt is designed with
a 2rr-sr field of view, Q. lhc ixcl sensitive ,area has ,an ,as drawn
cross section, cJ, of 42.12 Mm$. The spectrometer hourly thence,
F(E), in units of (protons/cm2-sr-McV-hr) is given by,
(1)
Each pixel can only count onc proton in each 100 second proton
sensitive period and there are 18 sensitive periods each hour.
There are 4096 pixels, NT, on each chip and N is the measured
number of counts per hour in each chip.
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Figure 6. Clementinc spacecraft and GOES-6 external
environment proton energy spectra on 21 Feb. 94.
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